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Abstract—The paper concentrates on the issue of classifica-

tion of empirical probability distributions (histograms), which

is useful both in management situations and in event detection

or event mining. While existing approaches to event detection

concentrate on the use of selected moments or other character-

istics of empirical probability distributions, we postulate that

full empirical distribution preserves more of needed informa-

tion then selected moments of this distribution, thus multiple

criteria classification of distributions can be most effective in

event detection.
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1. Introduction

While practically all multiple criteria approaches to deci-

sion analysis and support concentrate on rationally sup-

porting subjective decisions, depending on some form of

an elicitation of preferences of the decision maker, there

are diverse decision situations where we should suggest

decisions that are made as objectively as possible; the full

objectivity is not attainable for many practical and philo-

sophical reasons, but objectivity can be seen as an useful

ideal or goal. Examples of such situations are, on the one

hand, managerial decisions influencing many stakeholders,

when an aggregation of preferences of stakeholders is im-

possible. On the other hand, such situations occur also in

event detection, e.g., when automatically detecting a case

of fire, we should not make decisions based on subjective,

personal preferences.

We shall call the problem of supporting decisions in such

a case the problem of objective classification (treating prob-

lem of ranking as a special case with singleton classes and

the problem of decision selection and detection as special

cases with classes selected – not selected or detected – not

detected). We can define objective classification as depen-

dent only on a given set of data, relevant for the decision

situation, and independent from any more detailed specifi-

cation of personal preferences than that given by defining

criteria and the partial order in criterion space. Already

in this definition, we see the limits to objectivity, because

naturally the definition of criteria and their partial order,

or of the relevant set of data, can be treated as subjective;

however, they are often much more obvious and easy to

agree upon than the detailed preferences defined, e.g., by

a utility function or a set of weighting coefficients.

Most of classical approaches to multiple criteria decision

analysis and support, e.g., based on weighted sum aggrega-

tion, are not easily adaptable to the case of objective classi-

fication. From known approaches, either the goal program-

ming or the reference point approaches are easily adaptable,

because goals or reference points can be defined reasonably

objectively from statistics in a given set of data. We con-

centrate here on reference point approaches, because they

have the property of producing always Pareto optimal op-

tions (which is not the case in goal programming).

In this paper we are focusing on the issue of classification

of empirical probability distributions (histograms), which

is useful both in management situations and in event detec-

tion or event mining. While existing approaches to event

detection concentrate on the use of selected moments or

other characteristics of empirical probability distributions,

we postulate that full empirical distribution preserves more

of needed information then selected moments of this distri-

bution, thus multiple criteria classification of distributions

can be most effective in event detection. One of advantages

of reference point approaches is that they easily deal with

so-called multiobjective trajectory analysis and optimiza-

tion; this can be applied to issues of stochastic dominance

and their generalizations needed for multiple criteria event

detection based on classification of empirical probability

distributions.

2. An algorithm for event detection

An outline of an algorithm for event detection based on

histograms is as follows:

1. Calculate a typical histogram (based, e.g., on histor-

ical data):

Hok − the value of a typical histogram for an inter-

val k, k = 1, . . . ,N.

2. Identify a priori the set of events E and(or) corre-

sponding anomalies A:

ei – an event i, i = 1, . . . , I,

Ai – an anomaly corresponding to event i,

i = 1, . . . , I.

3. Identify the set of characteristic histograms for the

set of events (using, if necessary, simulation of events

and anomalies):

Hik − a histogram characteristic for event or

anomaly i,

while i = 0 corresponds to lack of anomaly (the typ-

ical histogram).
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4. Define partial orders corresponding to each event

(whether an event typically results in a decrease or

increase or lack of change of typical histogram val-

ues, see below):

POi – a partial order of histograms.

5. Calculate the histogram of the observed current mea-

surements from the real system:

Hk, k = 1, . . . ,N − the histogram of observed mea-

surements.

6. Calculate achievement values comparing the his-

togram of observed measurements with histograms

of the typical character and of character characteris-

tic for specific events, treated as I + 1 (i = 0, . . . , I)
different reference trajectories.

7. Detect an event based on achievement values (by se-

lecting the event with corresponding highest achieve-

ment value).

Fig. 1. Partial order of histograms.

A partial order of histograms (Fig. 1) is defined as fol-

lows. Two histograms Hα , Hβ (with values Hα ,k, Hβ ,k sat-

isfy a given partial order POi(Hα ,Hβ ), if:

POi(Hα ,Hβ )

Hα ,l ≤ Hβ ,l , l = 1, . . . , L

Hα ,k ≥ Hβ ,k, k = 1, . . . , K

Hα ,m ≈ Hβ ,m, m = 1, . . . , M

K + L+ M = N ,

where:

N – the number of intervals (common for both histograms).

Achievement values can be defined as follows (for the case

K = N, L = M = 0; for other cases see, e.g., [8]):

δi(Hk,Hik) |POi = min
k

(Hk −Hik)+ ε ∑
k

(Hk −Hik) ,

i = 0, . . . , I

Let us consider a very simple example (see Fig. 2). In the

top left side of Fig. 2 we have two histograms HO1, HO2

that represent histograms for normal operation of the system

measured at two different outputs. However, in the bottom

left side we have actually observed histograms H1, H2 that

differ substantially from normal operation. In the right

hand side of the picture we have defined histograms for

two events e1, e2, with arrows indicating partial orders.

Do the actually observed histograms correspond to normal

operation, event e1 or e2?

Fig. 2. An event detection.

If we calculate values of the achievement functions for the

given histograms H1, H2 that result from the actual mea-

surements, using normal operation histogram and the his-

tograms characteristic for the two events as three different

reference trajectories, we obtain:

δo = −0.71, δe1 = 0.231, δe2 = −0.03 .

Therefore, we can identify event 1, having the maximal

achievement value, as the one best representing the mea-

surements and the assumed partial order.

3. Fault detection

In this section we will discuss how the presented approach

can be applied to detection of faults in a computer network.

Fig. 3. A fault of the computer network.

Figure 3 shows a network with five switches. On 16.01 we

can observe a fault of the connection between switch 1
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and switch 5. The observations of the network throughput

are presented on Figs. 4 and 5.

Fig. 4. Observation of the network throughput – switch 1, port 1.

Fig. 5. Observation of the network throughput – switch 1, port 3.

We can transform this observations to the histograms

shown of Figs. 6 and 7.

Fig. 6. A histogram of the observation on switch 1, output 3 –

normal state of operation.

We see on Figs. 6 and 7 that the number of intervals that

are significant from the point of event detection is small.

Only these few intervals can be considered in the process

of event detection.

Fig. 7. A histogram of the observation on switch 1, output 3 –

after fault of the network.

4. Conclusions

The paper presents a new concept of event detection that

is based on histograms and multicriteria approach. This

approach allows to consider only selected intervals of the

histograms what is especially important in the problem of

event detection where the significant changes can be de-

tected only in selected intervals. It is also possible to con-

sider histograms corresponding to observations of various

points of the system. In Section 2 we have presented one

of possible algorithms for event detections; other variants

of the presented algorithm are also possible. The disadvan-

tage of this approach is that we have to specify a priori the

given sets of events and the histograms characteristic for

given events. The advantage is that we use in a possibly

most complete way the statistical information contained in

the measurements.
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